SUMMARY
Highly convective scalar transport involving near-discontinuities and strong streamline curvature was addressed in a paper by Smith and Hutton in 1982, comparing several different convection schemes applied to a specially devised test problem. First-order methods showed significant artificial diffusion, whereas higher-order methods gave less smearing but had a tendency to overshoot and oscillate.
Perhaps because unphysical oscillations are more obvious than unphysical smearing, the intervening period has seen a rise in popularity of low-order artificially diffusive schemes, especially in the numerical heat-transfer industry. The present report describes an alternative strategy of using non-artificially diffusive higherorder methods, while maintaining strictly monotonic transitions through the use of simple flux-limiter constraints.
Limited third-order upwinding is usually found to be the most costeffective basic convection scheme.
Tighter resolution of discontinuities can be obtained at little additional cost by using automatic adaptive stencil expansion to higher order in local regions, as needed.
INTRODUCTION
In a well-known paper published in 1982, Smith and Hutton presented results of several authors' attempts to numerically solve a specially devised test problem involving streamline curvature typical of recirculating flows and steep variations in the transported scalar _. Most schemes were able to handle the diffusion-dominated low-Peclet-number regime adequately; but in the important high-convection regime, Smith and Hutton concluded that convection modelling "remains the art of compromise between diffusive and oscillatory errors." In the intervening period, it seems that artifically diffusive low-order (blended first/second-order) convection schemes have become more popular than higher-order potentially oscillatory methods.
Perhaps this is because the overshoot (or undershoot) problems associated with higher-order methods can lead to obviously unphysical results such as locally negative densities or absolute temperatures, for example. But the low-order methods' results are also usually highly unphysical --although perhaps not always obviously so.
Convection-diffusion
schemes that revert to first-order upwinding for convection (while physical diffusion is ignored) under high-convection conditions achieve (plausible looking) nonoscillatory results by replacing the high-convection physical problem, with an artifically *Work funded by Space Act Agreement C-99066-G. 
and
corresponding to a streamfunction (1 -x 2) (1 -y2)
(5) Figure 1 shows the streamline pattern for this flow-field.
The inlet temperature profile is specified as
for y =0 and -l_x<0. This is also shown in Figure 1 . For x = -1, boundary condition becomes the left-hand
This is used as the boundary condition along the boundary streamline _bb = 0; i.e., at x = -I-1 (for 0<y<l) and at y = 1 (for -l<x<l).
For ot greater than about 3, this means that the boundary temperature is essentially zero, whereas the top of the inlet profile is very close to 2 as x --, 0. Smith and Hutton proposed ot = 10 as representative of a relatively sharp transition.
In the present paper, two other values of ot are used: _ = 100 (representative of a very sharp transition) and ot = 5 (representing a relatively smooth transition).
Note that no physical boundary conditions are specified at the outlet boundary, y = 0 (0<x< 1). Numerical boundary conditions equivalent to
[a__]r=o_ 0 for 0 <x < 1 (8)
are described below.
In the case of purely convective flow, Pe --, 00, since T = const along streamlines;
i.e., T = T (_b).
the exact solution is easily obtained, For example, at the inlet,
so, throughout the flow domain when there is no diffusion,
4 using Equation (5). In particular, this gives an outlet profile as the mirror-image of the inlet profile
for y = 0 and 0 < x < 1. Figure  2 shows a three-dimensional portrayal of Equation (10) on a 40x20 uniform mesh (41x21 grid-points, with Ax = Ay). In Figure  2 (a), ot = 100; whereas in 2(b), ot = 5. Figure  3 One first computes the left and bottom face fluxes 
The new values of T are then updated by a simple assignment statement, Set:
where flux conservation has been observed at each face. This is repeated until a converged steady state has been achieved.
The treatment of the outflow numerical boundary condition is shown in Figure  5 .
Assume that T(y) follows a parabola near the outlet for y > 0, with three conditions
Then, it is not hard to show that the corresponding value of T at the boundary is
The corresponding pseudonode values of T-1 and upwinding) are taken to be simply T_2 (used for fifth-and seventh-order
as shown in the figure. Pseudonode values along the other boundaries are set equal to their adjacent boundary values in a normal direction. For exponential-basedschemes,the left-face flux, for example, is given by
EXPONENTIAL-BASED SCHEMES
where PXL°is the effective local x-component grid Peclet number at the left face.
that for PXL" = 2, the flux becomes gives inlet and outlet profiles using ot = 100 for Pe = _ , 500, and 10, showing computed solutions on 20x 10, 40x20, and 80×40 grids in each case, using PLDS. The reference finite-Peclet-number results have been obtained using the ULTRA-3/5/7 upwind scheme (described later) on a very fine (160 × 80) grid. For the larger-Pc cases, the gross artificial diffusion of the exponential-based scheme is clear. In the case of Pe = 10, local grid Peclet numbers are small and the scheme is equivalent to second-order central differencing. The error reported in the figure captions is computed using 
and the third-difference across the face is
The infinite-Pc results for second-order upwinding are shown in Figure  9 --as usual, for ot = 100 and 5. In this case, the smooth-inlet-transition results are quite good, with only a little numerical spreading and a very slight overshoot near the outlet; but note the significant overshoots and undershoots in the sharp-transition case. Figure  10 shows griddependence results for Pe = oo , 500, and 10, for ot = 100.
THIRD-ORDER UPWINDING (QUICK)
The QUICK scheme (quadratic upstream interpolation for convective kinematics) is the canonical third-order-upwind scheme for steady-state flow _4. In this case, the left-face flux,
for example, has the same form as Equation (32); however, for consistency, the convected face value includes both normal and transverse curvature effects _4 and the normal-curvature coefficient is much smaller
I (T_ + T,__,/)-
where CURVNL is given by Equation (36) and the upwind-weighted transverse-curvature term is
Note that, consistent with bi-quadratic interpolation in the vicinity of the left face, the diffusive flux is identical to that obtained by central-differencing _4.
The QUICK results for Pe = oo are shown in Figure  11 . The smooth-transition case is very well modelled; but, as with second-order upwinding, overshoots and undershoots occur in the sharp-transition simulation, although the computed transition itself is noticeably sharper in this case. Grid-dependence results are seen in Figure  12 .
FIFTH-AND SEVENTH-ORDER UPWINDING
The fifth-order upwind algorithm used in this paper again takes the form of Equation (32), but in this case 
for CXL > 0; all indexes in SIXTHL are increased by 1 for CXL < 0. Note also that 7'v = 0, whereas i"D = 1.
UNIVERSAL LIMITER
The universal limiter can be portrayed in the (:r c , g) plane 13. Figure 15 shows the constraint boundaries. Note that first-order upwinding (_ = _c ) marginally satisfies the limiter constraints.
Use of the universal limiter proceeds as follows:
(i) First compute some (in general, high-order) estimate for the face value, Ty, and find the corresponding normalized values of _ and 7_c.
(ii) If the point (_c, _ ) satisfies the limiter constraints, proceed to step (iii); if not, reset _ to the nearest limiter-constraint at the same _c value.
(iii) Reconstruct the unnormalized face value
(iv) Use this value in combination with second-order diffusion in computing the total flux at the CV face; as, for example, in Equation (32) for the left face.
ULTRA-QUICK Results
When the universal limiter (for tight resolution and accuracy) is applied to the QUICK scheme (giving ULTRA-QUICK), overshoots and undershoots are automatically suppressed without additional smearing of the transition region. This is seen in Figures 16 and 17 --which should be compared with Figures 11 and 12, and with Figure 2 . Note the clean monotonic transition in the high-Pe large-c_ cases, as compared with the unlimited scheme.
Smooth-region behaviour remains very good, reflecting the uniformly third-order accuracy of the basic algorithm. Figure 18 portrays a second-order convection scheme in the normalized-variable diagram, conforming to universal limiter constraints. The unconstrained portion of the scheme (DCB) consists of second-order central-differencing (DC) for 2rc < 0.5 In this way, the cost for a prescribed global accuracy can be assigned to each scheme.
Artificial Compression
Alternatively, one could specify an available computational budget and compute the corresponding accuracy of each scheme as the grid is refined. Figure  22 gives the relevant information for the infinite-Pe Smith-Hutton problem with c_ = 100. In part (a) of the figure, the error, given by Equation (31) From theseresults, oneseesimmediately that first-order upwinding is extremely inefficient. Among the global higher-order methods,either ULTRA-QUICK or ULTRA-5th is seento be optimal; the 7th-order schemeis significantly less efficient. The most costeffective strategyof all, though, is to useadaptivestencil expansionover the basethird-order scheme. This is becausethe wider-stencil (more expensive)higher-order computation is automatically used very sparingly --only where needed: in isolated narrow regions involving a relatively few number of grid points. For flows involving only relatively smooth profiles (such as the a = 5 infinite-Pe case), ULTRA-QUICK is again found to be optimal; in this case, the higher-order wider stencil is not called for.
CONCLUSION
The The tightness of the transition resolution increases as the order of the underlying scheme is increased. Using a higher-order ULTRA scheme was seen to be a better strategy than relying on artificial compression.
The negative artificial diffusion inherent in second-order artificialcompression methods such as Ultra-B is responsible for extremely tight resolution of neardiscontinuities;
however, as was seen, it tends to distort smooth profiles into a series of ramps and plateaus.
In a recent paper, Tzanos t7 has also solved the Smith-Hutton problem using a third-order convection scheme with a simple limiting strategy essentially equivalent to ULTRA-QUICK (but without transverse curvature terms). Tzanos' paper also gives formulas for a variable (adaptive) grid. The results (for t_ = 10 and Pe = 1000 or 10) are very similar to ULTRA-QUICK results for the same parameter values (slight differences are due to transverse-curvature terms and different treatment of numerical boundary conditions).
Among higher-order ULTRA schemes used globally, ULTRA-QUICK and ULTRA-5th were seen to be the best schemes in terms of cost-effectiveness:
either lowest cost for a prescribed accuracy or lowest error for a prescribed cost, as the grid is refined. Adaptive stencil expansion --using ULTRA-QUICK as the base scheme and automatically expanding the computational stencil to a higher-order ULTRA scheme locally (as needed) --was seen to be an extremely cost-effective technique, giving between fifth-and seventh-order accuracy for little more cost than that of the underlying third-order scheme.
Optimal setting of the non-smoothness monitor thresholds requires some experimentation for each new problem;
but it appears likely that a more general strategy will evolve as experience is gained with this new technique.
The ULTRA-SHARP strategy is ideally suited to steady-state Navier-Stokes calculations, as well is. If a turbulence model is used, the physics of the model is faithfully represented.
Very narrow shear-layers can be accurately simulated without fear of artificial smearing or oscillation.
It is a straight-forward exercise to extend the algorithms to three dimensions;
and because of the high accuracy obtainable on very coarse grids, reliable threedimensional simulations should soon become practicable for routine engineering calculations. 
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